Long-term potentiation expands information content of hippocampal dentate gyrus synapses
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Abstract

An approach combining signal detection theory and precise 3D reconstructions from serial section electron microscopy (3DEM) was used to investigate synaptic plasticity and information storage capacity at medial perforant path synapses in adult hippocampal dentate gyrus in vivo. Induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) markedly increased the frequencies of both small and large spines measured 30 minutes later. This bidirectional expansion resulted in heterosynaptic counterbalancing of total synaptic area per unit length of granule cell dendrite. Control hemispheres exhibited 6.5 distinct spine sizes for 2.7 bits of storage capacity while LTP resulted in 12.9 distinct spine sizes (3.7 bits). In contrast, control hippocampal CA1 synapses exhibited 4.7 bits with much greater synaptic precision than either control or potentiated dentate gyrus synapses. Thus, synaptic plasticity altered total capacity, yet hippocampal subregions differed dramatically in their synaptic information storage capacity, reflecting their diverse functions and activation histories.

Evidences for Hebbian plasticity—such as long-term potentiation (LTP), long-term depression (LTD), and spike timing-dependent plasticity—is abundant in the hippocampus, neocortex, and many other brain regions (1–3). The literature highlights the importance of the timing of axonal input relative to postsynaptic cell depolarization for achieving changes in synaptic efficacy. Notably, changes in synapse size that are relevant to these forms of plasticity have been observed frequently and are well correlated across several metrics, including spine head volume, postsynaptic density (PSD) area, and presynaptic vesicle number (4–13). Importantly, pairs of spines sharing a dendrite and an axonal input tend to be similar in size across the broad range in spine sizes (14–17). The tendency for spines with this presumed shared activation history to have similar size is likely not an accident, but rather a reflection of the shared Hebbian processes at work. These natural tendencies prompted the use of signal detection theory to estimate the number of distinguishable states that a dentritic spine synapse can assume. The outcome of these calculations for hippocampal area CA1 yielded 26 distinct states (4.7 bits) for synapses on pyramidal cell dendrites (18).

Here, we applied signal detection theory to establish the information storage capacity of synapses on granule cell dendrites in the middle molecular layer (MML) of the dentate gyrus. We assessed whether this capacity is altered in response to LTP in vivo and differs from area CA1 synapses. The hippocampal dentate gyrus is an intriguing structure, being one of the few mammalian brain regions capable of neurogenesis in adulthood and exhibiting synaptic plasticity that is influenced by relative neuronal age (19, 20). Learning-related stimulation paradigms implemented in the dentate gyrus have also revealed a low threshold for intrinsic plasticity (21). The dentritic arbors offer additional important distinguishing features; in contrast to the CA1 pyramidal cells, the dentate granule cells lack an apical trunk and basal dendrites. Instead, the dentate granule cells exhibit a chalice-shaped arbor that is associated with poor backpropagation of action potentials (22). For these reasons, the degree of correlation in the strengths of the synapse pairs sharing a presynaptic and postsynaptic history may be less for granule cells than for pyramidal cells.

Analyses from three-dimensional electron microscopy (3DEM) revealed a marked expansion in the dynamic range of synapse sizes and decrease in coefficient of variation (CV) after LTP induction in the dentate gyrus. These changes resulted in a substantial increase in information storage capacity that was, nonetheless, well below the capacity of even control CA1 synapses.

Results

LTP Expands the Distribution of Spine Sizes Relative to Control Stimulation. To induce LTP in the dentate MML of freely moving rats, we used the previously described methods of Bowden et al. (23). Briefly, stimulating electrodes were surgically implanted in both the medial and lateral perforant paths of the LTP
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Understanding plasticity processes in the hippocampus is critical to our understanding of the biological underpinnings of memory. By applying information theory to quantify information content at synapses, we demonstrate that induction of long-term potentiation (LTP) increases the storage capacity of synapses in hippocampal dentate gyrus. Nevertheless, even after LTP, the information storage capacity of dentate synapses was much lower than in a different part of the hippocampus, area CA1. This work lays a foundation for future studies elucidating the time course for increased information storage content as well as the basis for interregion variability in information storage capacity.

hemisphere, and a further stimulating electrode was implanted in the medial path of the control hemisphere. Field potential recordings were made alternately between hemispheres using electrodes placed bilaterally in the dentate hilus. LTP was induced in two animals by 50 trains of unilateral delta-burst stimulation (DBS) to the medial path electrode, and then recorded for 30 min, timed from the beginning of the DBS. Relative to control hemispheres (Fig. 1A), the LTP hemispheres (Fig. 1B) showed an average of 41.0% (33.6% and 48.3%) potentiation in the MML.

Serial electron micrographs were imaged from the control MML (Fig. 1C) and LTP MML (Fig. 1D). Three-dimensional reconstructions were made of dendritic spines and synapses occurring along the full length of three dendrites from each of the control hemispheres (Fig. 1E) and each of the LTP hemispheres (Fig. 1F). Axons that were presynaptic to at least 1 of 15 of the dendritic spines along an intermediate component of the dendritic segment were traced to determine whether they made more than one synapse along the same dendrite and are referred to as same dendrite/same axon (SDSA) pairs (Fig. 1E and F). All 3DEM reconstructions and measurements were obtained blind as to the hemisphere being analyzed.

We hypothesized that individual dendritic spines would be in flux during this early phase in the expression of LTP. To test this hypothesis, each reconstructed dendritic spine was transferred to the Neuropil Tools analyzer in Cell Blender (Methods) to obtain

![Fig. 1. Induction of LTP and representative dendritic spines from the control and LTP hemispheres. (A) Control hemispheres received test pulses only to the contralateral medial perforant pathway throughout the experiment. (B) LTP was induced by DBS in the ipsilateral hemispheres (at time 0). Graphs in A and B illustrate the average change relative to baseline stimulation in fEPSP response relative to baseline stimulation (0% for controls and 33.6% and 48.3%, respectively, for the LTP hemispheres). Insets show representative waveforms from baseline responses (dotted pre) superimposed by responses for each hemisphere (smooth post) following DBS in the LTP hemisphere. Example electron micrographs from a series in the (C) control and (D) LTP hemispheres. (Scale bar in D is for C and D.) Arrows indicate representative dendritic spines from each condition and match the arrows pointing to the same spines in the 3DEM scenes below from the (E) control hemisphere (total dendrite length, 8.98 μm) and (F) LTP hemisphere (total dendrite length, 9.60 μm). The length of the reconstructed dendrites analyzed for presynaptic connectivity (solid yellow) revealed that most of the axons (green) made synapses with just one dendritic spine. In each of these examples, one axon (white) made synapses with two of the dendritic spines (blue); these are referred to as same dendrite/same axon (SDSA) pairs. The dendritic shaft and spines occurring along the rest of the reconstructed dendrite are illustrated in translucent yellow. All excitatory synapses are illustrated in red, and the inhibitory synapses in purple. [Scale cube (in F): 1 μm$^2$ for E and F.]
accurate volume measurements and precise divisions of each spine into head and neck compartments, and from the dendritic shaft (Fig. 2A). Using 3D visualization, spine heads were digitally separated from the neck halfway along the concave arc where the neck narrows, and spine necks were similarly separated from the head. Such redistribution would make the junction between the head and neck less obvious. Indeed, when four head–neck determinations were made on each spine by two people, the four measurements were highly similar for the 211 control spine heads, whereas marked discrepancies were apparent among the 192 LTP spines (Fig. S4).

Together, these findings suggest that, following the induction of LTP, there was a rapid and robust redistribution of spine volume from the neck into the head that occurred at enlarging spines, while another population of spines shrank to counterbalance this growth.

**LTP Increases Information Storage Capacity at Synapses in Dentate MML.** Signal detection theory was used to determine whether the expanded spine distribution following induction of LTP elevated information storage capacity at the MML synapses. Spine head volume is well correlated with other measures of synaptic efficacy; hence the principles of signal detection theory were applied to the range of observed spine head sizes to calculate the number of distinguishable synaptic states and bits of precision in each condition. The number of distinguishable spine sizes (which corresponds to evaluating whether the increase in both small and large spine heads resulted in a balanced total synaptic input, we performed an unbiased dendritic segment analysis based on the reconstructions of the intermediate portions of the dendritic segments (solid yellow, Fig. 1E and F). None of the findings could be explained by changes in the number of spines, axons, or SDSAs per micrometer length of dendrite, which were similar between the control and LTP dendrites (Fig. 3A and Table 1). Furthermore, the summed asymmetric synaptic area across all synapses per micrometer of dendritic length was constant across the control and LTP conditions (Fig. 3B). Thus, the enlargement of some spines was counterbalanced by shrinking of others, and the summed synaptic input remained constant along these local stretches of dendrite.

The cumulative distributions of spine head volumes were significantly different between control and LTP hemispheres, with an increase in both tails of the distribution (Fig. 2E). This effect could be discerned in the dendrites from both animals (Fig. S2). In contrast, the neck volumes were uniformly smaller following LTP induction relative to control (Fig. 2F and Fig. S3). This observation suggests that spine volume could be redistributing between the neck and head. Such redistribution would make the junction between the head and neck less obvious. Indeed, when four head–neck determinations were made on each spine by two people, the four measurements were highly similar for the 211 control spine heads, whereas marked discrepancies were apparent among the 192 LTP spines (Fig. S4).

To evaluate whether the increase in both small and large spine heads resulted in a balanced total synaptic input, we performed an unbiased dendritic segment analysis based on the reconstructions of the intermediate portions of the dendritic segments (solid yellow, Fig. 1E and F). None of the findings could be explained by changes in the number of spines, axons, or SDSAs per micrometer length of dendrite, which were similar between the control and LTP dendrites (Fig. 3A and Table 1). Furthermore, the summed asymmetric synaptic area across all synapses per micrometer of dendritic length was constant across the control and LTP conditions (Fig. 3B). Thus, the enlargement of some spines was counterbalanced by shrinking of others, and the summed synaptic input remained constant along these local stretches of dendrite.

The edited head volumes followed the same shift in distribution as total spine volume, such that control spines had no head volumes greater than 0.25 µm³ (Fig. 2C), while LTP resulted in a marked increase both in small spine head volumes less than 0.05 µm³ and those greater than 0.25 µm³ (Fig. 2D). In the cases of both spine head and whole-spine distributions, it is possible that the shift in the distribution is not uniform; in other words, it may be that enlargement of some spines results in a reduction in the size of many smaller spines. Previous work from the literature provides evidence that spine volume is redistributed in a homeostatic way following LTP (10, 24). Furthermore, concurrent LTD is known to accompany LTP in the dentate gyri, and the sampling zone may have contained both potentiated and depressed synapses, which would account for this expansion (25, 26). Determination of which spines will grow may be influenced by prior activity or learning (27–30).

The cumulative distributions of spine head volumes were significantly different between control and LTP hemispheres, with an increase in both tails of the distribution (Fig. 2E). This effect could be discerned in the dendrites from both animals (Fig. S2). In contrast, the neck volumes were uniformly smaller following LTP induction relative to control (Fig. 2F and Fig. S3). This observation suggests that spine volume could be redistributing between the neck and head. Such redistribution would make the junction between the head and neck less obvious. Indeed, when four head–neck determinations were made on each spine by two people, the four measurements were highly similar for the 211 control spine heads, whereas marked discrepancies were apparent among the 192 LTP spines (Fig. S4).

To evaluate whether the increase in both small and large spine heads resulted in a balanced total synaptic input, we performed an unbiased dendritic segment analysis based on the reconstructions of the intermediate portions of the dendritic segments (solid yellow, Fig. 1E and F). None of the findings could be explained by changes in the number of spines, axons, or SDSAs per micrometer length of dendrite, which were similar between the control and LTP dendrites (Fig. 3A and Table 1). Furthermore, the summed asymmetric synaptic area across all synapses per micrometer of dendritic length was constant across the control and LTP conditions (Fig. 3B). Thus, the enlargement of some spines was counterbalanced by shrinking of others, and the summed synaptic input remained constant along these local stretches of dendrite.

Together, these findings suggest that, following the induction of LTP, there was a rapid and robust redistribution of spine volume from the neck into the head that occurred at enlarging spines, while another population of spines shrank to counterbalance this growth.

**LTP Increases Information Storage Capacity at Synapses in Dentate MML.** Signal detection theory was used to determine whether the expanded spine distribution following induction of LTP elevated information storage capacity at the MML synapses. Spine head volume is well correlated with other measures of synaptic efficacy; hence the principles of signal detection theory were applied to the range of observed spine head sizes to calculate the number of distinguishable synaptic states and bits of precision in each condition. The number of distinguishable spine sizes (which corresponds
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**Fig. 2.** By 30 min after induction, LTP shifts the distribution of spine volumes relative to the control condition. (A) The spine volume measurements were obtained using Neuropil Tools to edit each spine into its components, represented with the connection to the dendritic shaft in yellow, the neck in dark gray, and the PSD area in red located on the yellow head. The tube is 0.25 µm on a side. (B) Cumulative distribution plot showing that the two spine populations were significantly different as measured by whole-spine volume [Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) test value of \( P = 0.002 \)]. Spine head volumes for spines in the dentate gyrus MML from (C) control and (D) LTP hemispheres. (E) Cumulative distribution plot showing the two spine populations were significantly different as measured by head volume (KS test value of \( P = 0.001 \)), with more of the spines in the LTP hemispheres having smaller and larger head volumes than the controls. (F) Cumulative distribution plot showing that the LTP spine neck volumes were significantly lower than in the controls (KS test value of \( P = 0.001 \)).

---

**Fig. 3.** No change in the number of spines, axons, or SDSAs, or in the summed synaptic area per unbiased length of dendrite. (A) Bar plot illustrating the number (per micrometer length of dendrite, mean ± SEM) of spines, axons, and SDSAs participating in SDSAs. (B) The total asymmetric synaptic area. (C) The summed asymmetric synaptic area (based on the summed PSD area per micrometer, including spines and asymmetric shaft synapses) was also similar between the two conditions \((F_{1,10} = 0.11, P = 0.75)\).
head volumes; namely, how many meaningful estimates the minimum spacing between distinguishable spine which corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. This threshold adjacent subdistributions having a 69% discrimination threshold, distribution can be chosen to achieve a total of 31% overlap with as precise as large spines in both conditions and the similarity or the LTP conditions (Fig. S5 A). The range in SDSA spine head volumes for the control (Fig. S5) ± CV was markedly lower for the LTP (0.26 ± 0.09) compared with random pairings between unshared control spines (gray data; line slope of 0.65, median CV of 0.46). ANCOVA on the slopes for the control vs. LTP, value of P = 0.54; for control vs. random pairs, value of P = 0.53; or for LTP vs. random pairs, value of P = 0.65. In addition, the median CVs for the SDSA pairs did not differ between the control (0.46 ± 0.08) and LTP (0.26 ± 0.09) conditions (Kruskal–Wallis H test = 0.64, P = 0.42). (C) Distinguishable spine sizes under control condition (6.5). (D) Distinguishable spine sizes under LTP condition (12.9).

Fig. 4. LTP increased information storage capacity at synapses in dentate gyrus MML by decreasing CV and expanding the range. (A) SDSA spine head volumes under control condition (blue data; slope of 0.81, median CV of 0.46) compared with random pairings between unshared control spines (gray data; line slope of 0.65, median CV of 0.46). (B) SDSA spine head volumes under LTP condition (red data; slope of 0.56, median CV of 0.26) compared with random pairs of unshared LTP spines (gray data; slope of 0.41, median CV of 0.47). ANCOVA on the slopes for the control vs. LTP, value of P = 0.54; for control vs. random pairs, value of P = 0.53; or for LTP vs. random pairs, value of P = 0.65. In addition, the median CVs for the SDSA pairs did not differ between the control (0.46 ± 0.08) and LTP (0.26 ± 0.09) conditions (Kruskal–Wallis H test = 0.64, P = 0.42). (C) Distinguishable spine sizes under control condition (6.5). (D) Distinguishable spine sizes under LTP condition (12.9).

to bits) is calculated as the number of distinct Gaussian distributions that together span the entire range of observed spine head sizes. The observed range is used to set a “hypothetical” range of possible sizes for the signal detection theory equation. Importantly, the number of spines in each size bin in the observed range does not affect the “hypothetical” range. The number of distinguishable spine sizes is directly proportional to this range in size and inversely proportional to the CV between pairs of spine head volumes (18, 31). The resulting bits of information storage is a logarithm base 2 of this ratio (see Methods for equations). Hence, the observed increase in size range following LTP would retain the same amount of information storage capacity only if the CV among the coactivated synapses increased proportionately.

The minimum CV occurs between two spines with shared activation history, and these are used to determine the lower limit of information storage capacity (18). Pairs of spines that arise from the same dendritic branch and form synapses with the same axon (SDSAs, e.g., Fig. 1 E and F) are assumed to have the most similar activation histories. The more identical two spines are to one another in volume, the closer the slope of the regression line will be to 1 (Fig. 4). Interestingly, the slopes of the regression lines regarding the spine head volumes for the SDSA pairs were not statistically different across control (Fig. 4A) and LTP (Fig. 4B) hemispheres, or from random pairings of spine head volumes. The median CV did not differ significantly between conditions; however, the absolute value for the median CV was markedly lower for the LTP (0.26 ± 0.09) than the control (0.46 ± 0.08) SDSA pairs. The CVs were similar across the range in SDSA spine head volumes for the control (Fig. S5A) or the LTP conditions (Fig. S5B). Hence, small spines were just as precise as large spines in both conditions and the similarity between spines with shared activation histories was independent of spine size.

Given the CV in head size between the coactivated (SDSA) synapses, the spacing between the mean values of each subdistribution can be chosen to achieve a total of 31% overlap with adjacent subdistributions having a 69% discrimination threshold, which corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of 1. This threshold estimates the minimum spacing between distinguishable spine head volumes; namely, how many meaningful “buckets” spines fall into. Using the median control CV (0.46) and range (73.3, Fig. 2C), we calculated 6.5 distinguishable spine head volumes (Fig. 4C) and thus 2.7 bits of information storage capacity per synapse. In contrast, the same signal detection theory calculations for the LTP median CV (0.26) and range (236.2, Fig. 2D) revealed the information storage capacity increased to 12.9 distinguishable spine sizes (Fig. 4D), giving 3.7 bits per synapse following the induction of LTP. Thus, the increase in information storage capacity, resulting from the increase in the number of distinguishable spine sizes represented in Fig. 4 C and D, was enabled by the reduced CV among coactivated synapses and expanded range in spine sizes following LTP.

Dimensions and Information Storage Capacity Differ Between Dentate Gyrus and CA1 Synapses. To determine whether differences in spine dimensions affected information storage capacity across brain regions, we compared synapses from both conditions in the dentate gyrus MML (Fig. 5 A–C) with those in stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA1 (Fig. 5 D–F). The overall distribution of spine head volumes from dentate MML (Fig. S6A) relative to those in stratum radiatum of CA1 (Fig. S6B) had a cumulative distribution that was significantly right-shifted (larger) for dentate [Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) value of P < 5e–5; Fig. S6C].

Combining across the control and LTP hemispheres, the slope of the SDSAs paired spine volumes was lower in the MML (0.64, Fig. 6A) than in CA1 (0.91, Fig. 6B). A greater variability was also evidenced by the higher CV for SDSAs pairs in dentate

Table 1. Sources of data samples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>LTP</th>
<th>LTP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal</td>
<td>Rat 1</td>
<td>Rat 2</td>
<td>Rat 1</td>
<td>Rat 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. dendrites</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length, μm</td>
<td>30.04</td>
<td>27.56</td>
<td>28.65</td>
<td>29.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. spines</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. heads</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intermediate dendritic segments

| Length, μm | 11.91 | 17.65 | 12.89 | 19.17 |
| No. spines | 50     | 50     | 50     | 50     |
| No. axons  | 48     | 48     | 48     | 48     |
| No. SDDS total | 8      | 5      | 4      | 5      |
| No. SDDS included for CV | 6      | 4      | 4      | 4      |
| No. synapses | 58     | 53     | 53     | 56     |
| No. spine synapses | 52     | 49     | 48     | 50     |
| No. asymmetric shaft synapses | 1      | 1      | 1      | 3      |
| No. symmetric shaft synapses | 5      | 3      | 4      | 3      |

The top portion of this table represents the fully reconstructed dendritic segments including all of the spine synapses for Figs. 1, 2, 5, and 6. The intermediate dendritic segments were used for Figs. 3 and 4. Branched spines were considered as one spine, but each head was analyzed separately for volume. The total SDDS included pairs of spines, each with a single synapse; one case of a spine paired with a shaft synapse; and two cases of spines paired with multysynaptic spines. Only the SDDS among two spines with one synapse each were included in the CV analysis (10 control, 8 LTP).

MML (CV = 0.40 ± 0.08) than CA1 stratum radiatum (CV = 0.10 ± 0.04). These analyses indicate that there was less concordance in spine head size for dentate SDSA pairs than for CA1 SDSA pairs. As indicated above, we calculated ~2.7 bits of information storage capacity across the range in head volume of 73.3 in control dentate MML and ~3.7 bits across the range of 236.2 after LTP induction in dentate MML. These outcomes indicate that, despite the increased range in spine sizes and smaller CV in SDSA pairs found after LTP induction, there was a substantially lower information storage capacity for synapses in the dentate MML (Fig. 6C) than in stratum radiatum of area CA1 (Fig. 6D, 4.7 bits) (18). This effect was due to the lower CV among coactivated synapses in CA1 stratum radiatum that was not compensated for by the broader range in spine head volumes in dentate MML.

**Discussion**

The log-normal distributions of synapse size and other neuronal metrics have been well documented (32). Application of a new signal detection modeling paradigm illustrates how information content can be affected by altering the CV among coactivated synapses and/or broadening the range of synapse dimensions (18). The dendritic spines of dentate granule cells are the sites where the predominant stream of information from cortex arrives in the hippocampus. The findings presented here provide evidence that synaptic plasticity can rapidly influence the information storage capacity of synapses in dentate gyrus MML. At 30 min following the induction of LTP in vivo, the range in spine size expanded, interestingly, with an increase in the frequency of both small and large spines, which was also accompanied by an improvement in precision (i.e., decrease in CV). In
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**Fig. 5.** SDSA pairs in dentate MML compared with SDSA pairs in stratum radiatum of hippocampal area CA1. Examples of (A) EM, (B) 3DEM, and (C) SDSA pairs from smallest, median, and largest spine pairs in the control dentate MML sample. Examples of (D) EM, (E) 3DEM, and (F) SDSA pairs from smallest, median, and largest pairs from CA1 synapses [from Bartol et al. (18) sample]. [Scale cube in E and F are 0.5 μm on each side (0.125 μm³) and are also for B and C, respectively.]
potentiated synapses (26). Thus, the lower CV measured for the MML, which is known to happen in neighboring non-synaptic input is likely due to concurrent heterosynaptic LTD in suggesting that enlargement of some and shrinkage of other pre-length of dendrite remained constant across conditions, sug-
pacity observed at 30 min.

time points following LTP stimulation will help to inform the stochastic re-
lease of neurotransmitter at these synapses (18).

At 2 h after the induction of LTP in area CA1, growth of synapse size is perfectly counterbalanced by fewer spines per unit length of dendrite (10). Although this LTP-mediated shift in CA1 has not been subjected to the signal detection analyses, the findings suggest that LTP might further separate CA1 from dentate. The difference between regions could be accounted for functionally by a number of factors. The first factor is the variable age of dentate granule cells that results from neurogenesis, including the hypothesized retirement of older neurons from participation in Hebbian learning processes (20, 33). Although we do not know the age of the granule cells that form the prepost coupled synapses, such neurogenesis does not occur in adult area CA1; thus, differential opportunities for shared presynaptic–postsynaptic interactions might contribute to the observed differences between these regions. Along the same lines, a second factor is the relatively low basal rate of activity of dentate gyrus granule cells, which could also limit the contribution of presynaptic–postsynaptic histories at spine pairs (34–36). A third factor is the dendritic response properties and the efficiency of action potential backpropagation (bAP) that differs between dentate granule cells and CA1 pyramidal cells (22, 37, 38).

The combined effect of low basal activity and inefficient bAP may decrease the reliability of shared presynaptic input in shaping synaptic efficacy at dendritic spines of dentate granule cells relative to CA1 pyramidal cells. It may be that the relatively low firing rate also makes Hebbian plasticity processes less effective or relevant in the dentate gyrus than CA1. Lower activity rates in granule cells are believed to shape the response to the deluge of information received from the entorhinal cortex and to aid in pattern separation (36). In fact, a recent computational model of DBS-induced LTP in the MML ascribed the concurrent LTD to the implementation of a global homeostatic rule that could also aid in the pattern separation function of the dentate gyrus. Notably, the results show that spine number and density are unaltered, paralleling the findings presented here, where a shift in the distribution of spine size reflects changes to the existing population (39).

Alternatively, the lower information content per synapse might suggest that the shared activation histories at SDSA pairs are not as relevant to the plasticity processes at play during synaptic plasticity in the dentate gyrus. For example, under normal circumstances, granule cell SDSA synapses may not share as tightly coupled presynaptic and postsynaptic histories as CA1 pairs due to a greater reliance on dendritic computation in expanded range in spine size) accounts for the greater in-
formation storage capacity following LTP. Nevertheless, even the LTP-expanded range and reduced CV in the dentate gyrus MML did not bring the calculated information storage capacity close to that of CA1 stratum radiatum. The difference between regions lies primarily in the CV of SDSA paired spines with similar activation histories (CA1, 0.10; dentate overall, 0.40) because the full observed range of spine sizes in CA1 was substantially less than dentate gyrus MML (CA1, 72; dentate over-
all, 236). Although these measurements are based on a relatively small sample of synaptic spines, the reported differences are highly significant because of the large effect sizes.

Computers store information through their transistors, each of which has one binary bit with two possible states (0 or 1), only one of which can be assumed at any moment. Clearly, synapses in both hippocampal subregions are not simple two-state machines. Following LTP, MML in hippocampal dentate gyrus obtained about 3.7 bits per synapse with 12.9 distinguishable states com-
pared with 4.7 bits per synapse with 26 distinguishable states in control CA1 stratum radiatum. Thus, the mechanisms re-
sponsible for these rapid morphological changes must have the same or greater precision than those leading to longer-term changes. This places constraints on amount of averaging that must take place to overcome variability from the stochastic re-
lease of neurotransmitter at these synapses (18).

This expansion in the spine size distribution may be tempo-
rary, because the spines appeared to be in flux as manifested by the less uniform head–neck junctions in the LTP vs. the control hemispheres. Furthermore, the expansion in the spine size dis-
tribution appears to involve a homeostatic mechanism where some given population of spines shrinks as a population of fewer spines expands in size. If the observed increase in range and CV are temporary, the effect would be to privilege salient inputs and stifle less important inputs locally on the dendritic branch or globally over the whole neuron. Depending on whether the effect is local or global, the “privileged” synapses could preferentially influence dendritic computation or cell firing, respectively. Augmentation of certain spines by a “priming” activation could play a role in selecting the population of spines that undergo LTP (27–30). Additional studies of information storage at later time points following LTP stimulation will help to inform the nature and duration of the increase in information storage ca-
pacity observed at 30 min.

The total number of spines and summed synaptic area per unit length of dendrite remained constant across conditions, sug-
"
the granule cells over the bAPs that afford precision to plasticity in CA1. It would be interesting to test whether enhancing the bAP with neuromodulators in dentate (40) also increases information content by reducing CV for spines in SDSA pairs.

In addition, it would be interesting to follow pairs of spines that grow in response to learning to determine whether they are also contacted by the same axon and then whether subsequent learning changes the connectivity of their postsynaptic partners (41–43). This general hypothesis could be tested by comparing a variety of cell types throughout the brain. The goal would be to determine whether poor backpropagation of APs and low spontaneous activity generally correlate with granular or stellate dendritic arbor and higher CV between paired spines. Contrasts could then be obtained with other cell types that have large apical dendrites, high spontaneous activity, and broad bAPs.

The implications of our findings are twofold. First, they suggest that information storage capacity at synapses varies across brain regions and even within a single structure such as the hippocampus. It will be interesting to learn how this capacity varies across different sections of the dendritic arbor, whether it varies outside the hippocampal formation, and whether that variance correlates with and predicts specific functions. Second, our data reveal that information storage capacity is modifiable by experience, in this case in response to LTP induction. Thus, stimulation and learning paradigms may increase information storage at synapses, and first exposure may prepare synapses for subsequent augmentation of LTP and learning (27–30). Our findings raise the question of whether these rapidly occurring changes persist during the maintenance phase of LTP, which will be investigated in a future study. Determining which of these properties persist and how shifts in the distribution accommodate the underlying computational processes at individual synapses will inform our understanding of basic learning mechanisms in the brain.

Methods

Surgery and Electrophysiology. Data were collected from two young adult male Long–Evans rats aged 121 and 129 d at the time of LTP induction and perfusion. They had been surgically implanted as previously described (23) with wire stimulating electrodes separately into the medial and lateral perforant pathways running in the angular bundle in the LTP hemisphere, and in the medial perforant pathway only in the control hemisphere (only medial path data are described in this paper). Wire field excitatory post-synaptic potential (fEPSP) recording electrodes were implanted bilaterally in the dentate hilus. Two weeks after surgery, baseline recording sessions (30 min) commenced, with animals being in a quiet alert state during the animals’ dark cycle. Test pulse stimuli were administered to each pathway as constant-current biphasic square-wave pulses (150-μs half-wave duration) at 1/30 s, and alternating between the three stimulating electrodes. The test pulse stimulation intensity was set to evoke median path waveforms with fEPSP slopes >3.5 mV/m in association with population spike amplitudes between 2 and 4 mV, at a stimulation current ≤500 μA. On the day of LTP induction, after stable baseline recordings were achieved, animals received 30 min of test pulses followed by DBS delivered to the ipsilateral medial perforant path, while the contralateral hippocampus served as a control. The LTP-inducing DBS protocol consisted of five trains of 10 pulses (250-μs half-wave duration) delivered at 400 Hz at a 1-Hz interburst frequency, repeated 10 times at 1-min intervals (23). Test pulse stimulation then resumed until the animal was killed at 30 min after the onset of DBS. The initial slope of the medial path fEPSP (in millivolts per millisecond) was measured for each waveform and expressed as a percentage of the average response over the last 15 min of recording before DBS.

Perfusion and Fixation. At 30 min after the commencement of DBS, animals were perfused fixed under halothane anesthesia and tracheal supply of oxygen (44). The perfusion involved brief (∼1 h after perfusion, wrapped in several layers of cotton gauze, and shipped on ice in the same fixative from the Abraham Laboratory in Dunedin, New Zealand, to the laboratory of K.M.H. in Austin, Texas, by overnight delivery (TNF Holdings B.V.).

Tissue Processing and Serial Sectioning. The fixed tissue was then cut into parasagittal slices (70-μm thickness) with a vibrating blade microtome (Leica Microsystems) and processed for electron microscopy as described previously (44, 45). Briefly, the tissue was treated with reduced osmium (1% osmium tetroxide and 1.5% potassium ferrocyanide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer) followed by microwave-assisted incubation in 1% osmium tetroxide under vacuum. Then the tissue underwent microwave-assisted dehydration and en bloc staining with 1% uranyl acetate in ascending concentrations of ethanol. The tissue was embedded into LX-112 epoxy resin (Ladd Research) at 60 °C for 48 h before being cut into series of ultrathin sections at the nominal thickness of 45 nm with a 35° diamond knife (DIATOMS) on an ultramicrotome (Leica Microsystems). The serial ultrathin sections from MML (region of molecular layer – ∼125 μm from top of granule cell layer in dorsal blade of the hippocampal dentate gyrus) were collected onto SynaptiCk Be-Cu slot grids (Electron Microscopy Sciences or Ted Pella), coated with Pioloform (Ted Pella), and stained with a saturated aqueous solution of uranyl acetate followed by lead citrate (46).

Imaging and Alignment. The serial ultrathin sections were imaged, blind as to condition, with either a JEOL JEM-1230 TEM or a transmission-mode scanning EM (TSEM) (Zeiss SUPRA 40 field-emission SEM with a retractable multimode transmitted electron detector and ATLAS package for large-field image acquisition; ref. 44). On the TEM, sections were imaged in two-field mosaics at 5,000x magnification with a Gatan UltraScan 4000 CCD camera (4,080 pixels × 4,080 pixels), controlled by DigitalMicrograph software (Gatan). Mosaics were modeled with Adobe Photoshop. The serial TEM images were first manually aligned in Reconstruct (ref. 47; synapseeWeb.clm.utexas.edu/software-0) and later with Fiji with the TrakEM2 plugin (refs. 48–50; fiji.sc). On the TSEM, each section was imaged with the transmitted electron detector from a single field encompassing 32,768 μm × 32,768 μm (16,384 pixels × 16,384 pixels at 2 nm/pixel resolution). The scan beam was set for a dwell time of 1.3–1.4 ms, with the accelerating voltage of 28 kV in high-current mode. TSEM images were aligned code. Serial TEM images were aligned automatically using Fiji with the TrakEM2 plugin. The images were aligned rigidly first, followed by application of affine and then elastic alignment. Images from a series were given a five-letter code to mask the identity of experimental conditions in subsequent analyses with Reconstruct. Pixel size was calibrated for each series using the grating replica image that was acquired along with serial sections. The section thickness was estimated using the cylindrical mitochondria method (51).

Unbiased Reconstructions and Identification of SDSA Pairs. Three dendrites of similar caliber were traced through serial sections from each of the two control and two LTP hemispheres for a total of six dendrites per condition. Dendrite caliber previously has been shown to scale with dendrite cross-section and microtubule count (10, 52). The microtubule count, which is a more reliable measure of caliber, ranged from 30 to 35 and represents the average number along all dendritic segments of the dendrite. Our analysis of the dendritic segments ranged in length from 8.6 to 10.6 μm for the six control dendrites and 9.3 to 10.6 μm for the six LTP dendrites.

Contours were drawn using Reconstrcut software on serial images for each spine head. PSDs were identified by their electron density and presence of closely apposed presynaptic vesicles. A total of 209 spines were complete along the control dendrites and 188 spines were complete along the LTP dendrites. These were used for the indicated analyses.

The unbiased dendritic segment analysis involved assessing the number of synapses, SDSAs, and axons interacting with each dendritic segment. Beginning in the center of each of the 12 dendrites, the presynaptic axons were traced past the nearest neighboring axonal bouton until they were determined to form synapses with the same dendrite or a different dendrite. Only the middle portion of the dendrite lengths could be used because only spines in the middle of the dendrite had presynaptic axons sufficiently complete within the series to determine their connectivity. In three cases, one axon made synapses with dendritic spines from two different dendrites in our sample, and these three were included for both dendritic segments. Each of the 12 dendrites was truncated to contain the central 15–20 spine and shaft synapses with known connectivity. The z-score tool in Reconstruct was used to obtain the unbiased lengths spanning the origin of the first included spine to the origin of the first excluded spine (54). The lengths ranged from 2.8 to 5.9 μm for the six control dendrites and 3.1 to 6.1 μm for the six LTP dendrites. Then the number per micrometer length of dendrite was computed for spines, axons, and SDSAs as illustrated in Fig. 1 E and F.
PSD areas were measured in Reconstruct according to the orientation in which they were sectioned (18). Perfectly cross-sectioned synapses had distinct presynaptic and postsynaptic membranes, clefts, and docked vesicles, and their areas were calculated by summing the product of PSD length and section thickness for each section spanned. En face synapses were cut parallel to the PSD surface, appeared in one section, and were measured as the enclosed area on that section. Obliquely sectioned PSDs were measured as the sum of the total cross-sectioned areas and total en face areas without overlap on adjacent sections. Then the synapse areas were summed along the truncated, unbiased dendritic length to compute values illustrated in Fig. 3.

Segmentation and Evaluation of Spines. Blender, a free, open-source, user-extensible computer graphics tool, was used in conjunction with 3D models generated in Reconstruct. We enhanced our Python add-on to Blender, Neuropil Tools (18), with a new Processor Tool to facilitate the processing of the 3D reconstruction and evaluation of spines. The additions encompassed in Processor Tool were as follows:

i) The software allows for the selection of traced objects from Reconstruct (.ser) files by filter, allowing the user to select only desired contour traces (in this case spine head and PSD contours for three dendrites per series).

ii) At the press of a button, the tool generates 3D representations of selected contours in Blender. This step invokes functions from VolRoverN (55) from within Blender, to generate mesh objects by the addition of triangle faces between contour traces.

iii) Smoothing and evening of the surface of spine objects is accomplished with GAMer (fetk.org/code/gamer/) software.

iv) In a few cases, the formation of triangles was uneven and required additional manipulation by Blender tools and repeating of step iii before proceeding to step v.

v) Last, PSD areas are assigned as metadata (represented by red triangles) on reconstructed spine heads; the assignment is performed based on the overlap of PSD and spine head contours (described above) in 3D space.

Dendritic spines were segmented as previously described (18) using the Neuropil Tools analyzer tool. We focused on spine volumes because they had proven to be the most consistently measured dimension among the correlated variables of spine head volume, synaptic area, and vesicle number (18). The edges of the synaptic contact areas are less precisely determined in oblique sections, and vesicles can be buried within the depth of a section or span two sections and, hence, are less reliably scored. The selection of spine head from spine neck and from spine neck to dendritic shaft were made using the same standardized criterion as before (visually identified as halfway along the concave arc as the head narrows to form the neck). Spines were excluded if they were clipped by the edge of the image dataset. To ensure the accuracy of the measurements, segmentation and spine head volume evaluation were completed four times (twice each by two people) and averaged. A further check was added at this step, whereby spine heads with a CV ≤ 0.02 for all four measurements were visually evaluated by an expert, and any discrepancy in the segmentation was corrected. Interestingly, the only spine with a CV larger than 0.02 were in the LTP condition. We believe this occurs because the spines undergoing LTP are likely to be in transition at the 30-min time point, and as such the delineation between spine head and spine neck is more difficult for the human eye to see. In the two control condition series, further evaluation by an expert was performed, and adjustments were made accordingly (Fig. 2 and Fig. 54).

Statistical Analysis. Statistical analysis and plots were generated using Python 3.4 with NumPy, SciPy, and Matplotlib. Cumulative distributions (CDFs) were generated and plotted using spine head volume measurements output from Neuropil Tools. Due to the skewed (nonnormal) distribution of the data, the KS test, a nonparametric test, was used for comparing distributions. The CV for SDSA spine pairs was calculated from the SD of the spine pair divided by the mean volume of the spine pair. The CV was calculated for each of the SDSA spine pairs (n = 2) and because the entire population was thus utilized, we made our CV calculations using N rather than N−1, the latter being most appropriate when sampling from a population. The median CV for each series or condition was the median of the CV of included SDSA pairs. ANCOVAs were used to test for differences in the slopes between SDSA pairs and random pairs of spines. Two sets of 125 random pairs of spine head volumes were created from the population of MML control and LTP spines. The random pairs of spines were generated by sampling randomly with replacement from each respective population, using Python to generate random combinations of spine pairs at a time.

Estimation of Number of Distinguishable Spine Sizes and Bits of Precision in Spine Size. To estimate the number of distinguishable spine sizes and bits of precision, we calculated the number of distinct Gaussian distributions of spine sizes, each with a certain mean size and SD that together would cover and span the entire range of spine head sizes for each series or condition. Given the CV in head size between coactivated (SDSA) synapses, the spacing between the mean values of each subdistribution can be chosen to achieve a total of 31% overlap with adjacent subdistributions having a 69% discrimination threshold. A 69% discrimination threshold is commonly used in the field of psychophysics and corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 (31). The 69% confidence interval, z, of a Gaussian distribution is given (using the inverse error function, erf^−1) by the following:

\[ z = \text{squrt}(z^2) + \text{erf}^{-1}(0.69). \]

The spacing, s, of adjacent intervals of mean, \( \mu \), is given by the following:

\[ s = \mu + 2 \times CV \times z. \]

The number, \( N \), of such distributions that would span the range (R = largest/smallest spine head) for a range of spine sizes is as follows:

\[ N = \log(R) / \log(1 + 2 \times CV \times z), \]

where the median CV = 0.46 (control) and 0.26 (LTP) and R = 73.3 (control) and 236.2 (LTP) and gives the following outcomes:

\[ N = 6.5(\text{control}), N = 12.9(\text{LTP}). \]

The number of bits of precision implied by N distinguishable distributions is given by the following:

\[ \text{bits} = \log_2(N), \quad \text{bits} = 2.7(\text{control}), \quad \text{bits} = 3.7(\text{LTP}). \]
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